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D.

Taxing consumption

Key points
Consumption is potentially an efficient and sustainable tax base.
Consumption taxes can be levied directly on individuals by taxing only wages or allowing
deductions under income tax for savings, or indirectly by taxing sales of goods and
services that individuals buy.
While Australia’s main consumption tax — the indirect invoice-credit GST — is an
efficient tax relative to most other taxes levied in Australia, its design is complex.
Another means of taxing consumption would be to tax the difference between businesses’
cash inflows and outflows (excluding wages from outflows; that is, the value-add of labour
would be taxed). So long as the tax remains broad and at a single rate, the efficiency,
compliance and administrative costs associated with such a cash flow tax would be
significantly lower than with other consumption taxes, including those that States levy
and that form a significant part of their revenue base but are particularly inefficient, such
as insurance duties.
Over time, such a broad-based cash flow tax could be used to finance the abolition of other
taxes, including payroll tax and inefficient State consumption taxes. Such a tax would also
provide a sustainable revenue base to finance future spending needs.
For the tax system to support Australia in making the most of the opportunities and meeting
the challenges of the 21st century, it needs to raise revenue from efficient and sustainable tax
bases. One of the most efficient and sustainable tax bases is consumption. A tax on
consumption does not tax the normal return to capital, encouraging investment and saving.
From a macroeconomic perspective, consumption is generally less volatile than income or
wealth, and therefore provides a more stable revenue source. As the population ages, an
indirect broad-based consumption tax is likely to become increasingly important, since it
taxes the capital income of retirees as it is spent, which might otherwise largely be untaxed
under an income tax.
Australia’s goods and services tax (GST) is narrow compared to its potential base, taxing
only 57 per cent of consumption — in contrast to the New Zealand GST, which taxes
consumption on a comprehensive basis (see Section D2 The goods and services tax). Few, if
any, countries have significantly broadened their main consumption tax base after
introduction (Heady 2009, p. 21).

Broad-based consumption taxes are efficient
A broad-based consumption tax is one of the most efficient taxes available to governments
(OECD 2008b). For a small open economy, investment is likely to be more mobile than
consumption, suggesting economic growth is likely to be higher by shifting away from taxes
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levied on investment. Further, a single-rate consumption tax does not distort the timing
preferences of consumption for individuals. The same tax is paid regardless of whether a
person consumes now or in the future, imparting no bias for or against saving.
While consumption taxes are usually levied indirectly on the sale of goods and services, a
consumption tax can also be levied as a direct tax. This can be achieved by taxing personal
expenditure (that is, exempting income that is saved) or through a pre-paid consumption tax
(which taxes only labour income, and exempts earnings from savings).
Nearly all countries pursue consumption taxation through taxes on goods and services.
Personal expenditure taxes were implemented briefly in India and Sri Lanka in the 1960s and
1970s (Shome 1995, p. 50), but the worldwide trend since then has been to tax consumption
through indirect taxes such as the value added tax (Ebrill 2001, pp. 4–13). There would be
few benefits and significant difficulties in implementing a direct consumption tax in
Australia (see Box D–1). The rest of this section therefore considers indirect approaches to
taxing consumption.
Box D–1: Problems associated with direct consumption taxes
Potential problems with introducing a direct consumption tax include:
•

significant vertical and intergenerational shifts in incidence depending on whether the
tax applies to consumption only from income earned after the introduction of the tax;

•

equity concerns if such a tax replaced the progressive personal income tax;

•

economic efficiency costs associated with higher marginal rates of tax on personal
incomes, especially if this causes different rates of tax on consumption over a person’s
lifetime;

•

difficulties under pre-paid direct consumption taxes in taxing economic rents. For
example, a pre-paid direct consumption tax, such as a broad-based payroll tax, taxes
only the returns to labour. If an employee invests their wages and receives a windfall
return, this additional economic rent would go untaxed. An indirect tax can capture this
economic rent when it is spent on goods and services; and

•

loss of revenue integrity. For example, while it could be easy to understate or avoid
declaring cash income on a tax return, it is much more difficult to avoid paying
tax-inclusive prices on most purchases.

Consumption is a sustainable and stable base
Total household consumption as a percentage of GDP has been relatively stable for a long
time (see Chart D–1 Panel A). This suggests that a tax on consumption would provide a
relatively sustainable revenue base that grows in line with the broader economy. The GST is
slightly less robust because it does not cover the full consumption base. The Productivity
Commission (2005, p. T11.5) found that by 2044–45 GST revenues may decline slightly as a
share of GDP because tax-exempt consumption such as health care is expected to grow.
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This finding highlights the desirability of having a broad-based consumption tax rather than
narrower taxes on specific goods and services. Narrower-based taxes — such as those on the
consumption of fuel, alcohol and tobacco — are not stable, as expenditures on such goods
have not remained stable over time. (Chart D–1 Panel B highlights how specific consumption
taxes can be variable.) Underlying changes in consumption of specific goods and services can
be influenced by tax, as well as changing consumer preferences, new technology or
government policy. Together, these factors can affect the production and consumption of
different goods. Taxes on specific products can be used to deliver desired social or market
outcomes (see Section E Enhancing social and market outcomes), while the broad-based
consumption tax provides a sustainable revenue source.
Chart D–1: Stability of household consumption expenditure shares over time
Panel A: Household consumption over time
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A broad-based consumption tax should be part of a fair tax and transfer
system
The principal equity objection to a broad-based consumption tax is that it is regressive —
that is, households that spend more of their income (typically households at the lower end of
the income distribution) pay more tax as a proportion of their income than households that
spend less of their income (typically households at the higher end of the income
distribution). This appears to contravene the principle of vertical equity — that those with
more capacity to pay (here viewed according to income) should pay relatively more tax.
Viewed from the perspective of lifetime consumption opportunities, consumption taxes are
less inequitable. In many cases, a person saves in order to consume more at a later point in
time. Provided these savings are spent on taxed commodities, their lifetime tax burden is not
reduced by virtue of savings in the earlier periods. Their consumption tax is smoothed over a
lifetime, rather than concentrated on the years in which it is earned.
Nonetheless, a single-rate consumption tax can play no part in redistributing income to those
who consume a greater proportion of their income (that is, typically households at the lower
end of the income distribution) from those who consume less (that is, typically households at
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the higher end of the income distribution). The transfer system, together with progressive
personal taxation, is better suited to this task, and should be the primary means through
which the government influences the distribution of income in the economy (see Section A1
Personal income tax).
In part, the transfer system responds automatically to changes in consumption taxes that
raise prices, because transfer payments linked to the consumer price index will also rise.
However, given that consumption patterns do vary across income groups, some changes to
the consumption tax system might require more targeted assistance.

A broad base and single rate of tax is simplest
A consumption tax system designed to minimise compliance and administration costs would
probably impose high rates of tax on easily measured goods (such as fuel and tobacco) at
easily controlled points (for example, a large factory or a national border). However, to raise
an amount of revenue sufficient to sustain revenue needs of the 21st century, the rates of tax
needed on such a small number of goods would introduce large biases into production and
consumption decisions in the economy.
An efficient, broad-based consumption tax necessarily draws in very large numbers of
taxpayers. As such, a premium should be placed on simplicity. A single rate of tax that does
not require taxpayers to discriminate between different forms of consumption is likely to be
the simplest approach, as well as being highly efficient (see Box D–2: Efficiency and
simplicity).

Future directions
Recommendation 55:
Over time, a broad-based cash flow tax — applied on a destination basis — could be used
to finance the abolition of other taxes, including payroll tax and inefficient State
consumption taxes, such as insurance taxes. Such a tax would also provide a sustainable
revenue base to finance future spending needs.
Recent reforms of indirect taxes in Australia have seen the GST replace a number of
inefficient indirect taxes, such as the wholesale sales tax, financial institutions duty, debits
tax and a range of stamp duties. Australia also has a pre-paid consumption tax levied on a
narrow base (payroll tax) as well as a number of narrow-based taxes on particular products
(such as insurance duties). Many of the indirect taxes levied by the States apply both to
businesses and consumers (such as stamp duty on motor vehicles and insurance).
It would be possible to replace the current narrow state taxes base with a low, single-rate,
broad tax on the difference between inflows and outflows of cash (excluding wages; that is,
the value-add of labour would be taxed) of businesses. In large part this could simply be
added to existing tax reporting obligations of businesses. By exempting business export
sales, this tax would apply to the consumption base.1 By using existing tax reporting

1

That is, goods and services are taxed where they are consumed, not where they are produced.
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mechanisms, a new cash flow tax could more readily be based on the automated systems
increasingly used by businesses.
A cash flow tax (see Section D1 A cash flow tax) that applies a single rate of tax to the net
cash flow position of an entity would perhaps be the simplest possible utilisation of the
consumption base, as it does not distinguish between different goods and services, or
between different types of taxpayers. Such a cash flow tax could have very low
administration and compliance costs if it utilised existing GST systems, such as the business
activity statement. One concern is that the cash flow tax does not have the integrity due to
the self-enforcement incentives of the invoice-credit method GST (see Section D2 The goods
and services tax).
The introduction of a tax on cash flows would be a significant change to Australia’s tax
system requiring additional analysis and community consultation.
Box D–2: Efficiency and simplicity
To be efficient, the consumption tax base should be spread across most forms of
consumption. Provided that decisions about labour supply are independent of purchase
decisions, and provided income tax is set efficiently, a single-rate tax on all goods and
services is more efficient than different taxes on different commodities (Atkinson & Stiglitz
1976, p. 65). The earlier Ramsey (1927) rule of setting tax rates for products according to
their own-price elasticity of demand does not hold when income effects are taken into
account, and the price of one commodity affects demand for others (Cnossen 2009).
Corlett and Hague (1953) suggested that the ideal consumption tax would tax all
consumption at a single, ad valorem, rate. However, in practice not all consumption is
derived from goods and services that can be taxed — for example, it is practically
impossible to directly tax leisure. In theory this means that a single rate of tax may be less
efficient than setting higher tax rates on those goods and services consumed as
complements to untaxed goods. In fact, Corlett and Hague first proposed such a tax
system for complements to (untaxed) leisure. Another significant untaxed commodity is
home production — generally consumption taxes increase the incentive to produce
(untaxed) goods and services at home (Sørenson 2009, p. 30).
However, in practice taxing goods or services on the basis of complementarity with leisure
would be difficult to implement. This reflects the fact that most goods and services can be
used for leisure or work, so to tax consumption only it would be necessary to know what
purpose the person purchasing the product intended to use it for. Further, the need to
impose multiple rates would cause significant administration and compliance costs. As
any efficiency gains from such an approach are likely to be small, in most cases these
would be outweighed by compliance costs.
Rather than moving away from a single tax rate, selective subsidies aimed at redressing
work disincentives are likely to be more effective. For example, child care subsidies can
ameliorate the tax system’s incentive to provide child care at home (see Section F4 Child
care assistance). Further, additional taxes on specific commodities can still be an effective
tool to obtain specific social or market objectives other than revenue-raising.
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Key points
A simple cash flow tax (CFT) designed to tax private consumption as broadly as possible
could be an important element of Australia’s tax system into the 21st century.
A CFT could tax the difference between an entity’s cash outflows (purchases) and cash
inflows (sales). Cash outflows related to labour remuneration would not be deductible. To
ensure that the tax fell on consumption in Australia, exports would not be taxed, but
imports would be. While financial flows (such as interest payments) would not be
included in a simple CFT, they should be taxed through an equivalent tax on the domestic
consumption of financial services.
A broad-based CFT at a single rate could replace many other taxes on consumption, while
significantly reducing tax compliance costs, particularly for small business. The CFT could
also provide a sustainable source of revenue to fund government services, while
significantly reducing tax-induced biases to consumption choices.

D1–1 An alternative approach to taxing consumption
A cash flow tax can be a simple way of utilising the consumption base
There are a number of ways to impose a consumption tax, including the invoice-credit
method (see Section D2 The goods and services tax), the ‘additive’ method (discussed in
Section D4 Taxing financial services) and the ‘direct subtraction’ method, so called because
the tax applies to cash receipts after payments (excluding payments for the labour services of
employees) are subtracted.
The invoice-credit method (used for GST) is suitable when tax authorities cannot rely on cash
flow financial statements to ensure tax compliance. This could be because of the many
exemptions from the tax base, which mean that cash flows from different goods and services
require different tax treatments. Under this approach, entities must use a formal tax invoice
to substantiate tax liabilities and credits for all goods and services bought and sold, adding to
compliance burdens on business. The additive method may be suitable in some cases (for
example, financial services), but requires additional calculations, such as deducting a normal
return to capital before taxing profit.
The direct subtraction method is the simplest and likely to be the most consistent with the
needs of a modern economy, as it can run off standard business cash flow management
practices. For example, where the GST relies on concepts such as ‘supplies’ and ‘creditable
acquisitions’ that have no business meaning, a cash flow tax would rely on cash flow
concepts already familiar to business.
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The CFT is sometimes called a ‘business activity tax’ because it focuses on taxing entities,
rather than outputs. For example, the United States Treasury (2007, pp. 19–38) has
considered a direct subtraction business activity tax to replace business income taxes in the
United States.
Unlike the transaction-based GST that taxes goods and services, the CFT is based on
accounts. There would be no compliance need to show CFT on invoices, as this would not be
needed to support a deduction (or an input tax credit under GST) for other businesses.
Rather than adding up tax payable or refundable for each individual sale or acquisition (as
necessary for an invoice-credit GST), a taxpayer would apply a single rate of tax to their net
cash flow position (see Chart D1–1). The broader the cash flows included in the base, the
simpler the tax is for those in the system.
Chart D1–1: Cash flow tax
Tax liability = tax rate (net cash flows)
Raw materials sold to
furniture maker
for $50

Table sold to retailer
for $120
Furniture
maker

Cash in
$50
Cash out $0
net
cash flow $50

Cash in
$120
Cash out $50
net
cash flow $70
$7 remitted

Timber
company

$5 remitted

Total government
revenue

$3 remitted

Retailer

Table sold to
consumer
for $150

Final consumer

Cash in
$150
Cash out $120
net
cash flow $30

This example shows a 10% CFT rate.

Under the CFT, taxable cash inflows would include inflows such as sales but not revenue
from exports, as goods and services consumed outside Australia should not be taxed under
an Australian consumption tax. Likewise, imports of goods would be taxed at the border.
Deductible cash outflows would make no distinction between capital and non-capital
expenses, but would exclude cash payments related to labour remuneration (as the value of
labour, unlike the value of most other inputs, would not have been subject to the tax,
ensuring that there would be no bias between in-sourcing and out-sourcing labour).
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Similarly, no deduction would be available for imports of services (which cannot be taxed at
a border).
Principle
A cash flow tax — using the direct subtraction method — can be a simple way of taxing
consumption.

Financial cash flows, such as interest or taxes, would be excluded
The broadest possible consumption tax would include all cash flows, including those related
to interest payments and receipts. This is described technically as a ‘real plus financial’, or
‘R+F’, tax base. This would effectively tax the value generated in all sectors of the economy,
including businesses that generate revenue by charging interest rather than selling tangible
goods or services.
There would be a number of benefits from levying the CFT on an R+F base. First, it would
provide a more neutral form of consumption taxation — products that rely more on the
value add from financial services would not enjoy a relative price advantage to other
products.
While theoretically attractive, imposing an R+F-based tax on existing businesses would affect
assets that have already been financed by debt. From the perspective of a lender, interest
payments and repayment of principal would become taxable in the hands of the lender after
the introduction of the tax but no deduction would have been provided for the original loan.
To avoid this, complex transitional arrangements would be necessary and these would
severely undermine the simplicity of a CFT. This problem would be widespread as nearly all
entities engage in at least some purely financial transactions during their business lifecycle.
However, as most value in the economy is generated from the production of non-financial
goods and services, this problem can be avoided without significantly undermining the tax
base. The solution could lie in what is known as a ‘real’ or ‘R base’ cash flow tax, which
involves removing cash flows associated with financial services from the taxable base. While
an R base would not be as comprehensive as an R+F base, and requires a distinction to be
drawn between (untaxed) financial and (taxed) non-financial cash flows, it is nevertheless an
appropriate base with which to tax the non-financial sector, particularly as most of the value
add in an economy can be effectively taxed by restricting the CFT to non-financial cash
flows. The sale and purchase of most goods and services would be included, but payments
of principal or interest would not.
To ensure a broad and neutral consumption tax base, the value add of those sectors of the
economy that could not be captured using an R base cash flow tax should instead be taxed
using an equivalent tax specific to financial services. Three models for taxing the
consumption of financial services are outlined in Section D4 Taxing financial services.
Cash flows relating to other taxes — for example, company tax — would not be included in
an R base cash flow tax, as they are financial flows. Instead, a CFT liability would be
deductible for income tax, while a CFT refund would be assessable income.
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Treatment of negative cash flows
If an entity’s cash outlays exceeded its cash receipts, it would be in a negative net cash flow
position. In this case, a cash refund should be provided. The effect of providing an
immediate refund is to exempt the normal return to capital from tax (see Box D1–1), thereby
ensuring that the tax only falls on consumption.
This introduces a potential revenue risk, as the government would be required to make cash
payments to businesses that claim to be in a net refund position. The GST already operates
on this basis, as input tax credits are refundable. However, unlike the GST, a claim for a
refund under the CFT need not be supported by a tax invoice issued by a third party
(although evidence of payments would still be needed).
Box D1–1: A cash flow tax does not tax the normal return to capital
The normal return to capital can be thought of as that part of the return from an
investment that compensates the investor for loss of purchasing power (inflation) and for
deferring consumption (‘the return to waiting’). In the absence of risk, a proxy for the
normal return would be the risk-free interest rate.
The value of an investment is equal to the present value of the cash flows it is expected to
generate. In the case of a risk-free marginal investment — that is, one that is expected only
to generate a normal return — the value of the asset would be equal to the future cash
flows of the asset discounted at the risk-fee interest rate.
For example, if the risk-free interest rate were 5 per cent, an asset that generated cash flows
of $4,600, $4,400 and $4,200 in years 1, 2 and 3 respectively would be worth $12,000.
If the investment were immediately expensed, as occurs under a cash flow tax, it would
give rise to a negative tax liability (or tax refund) at the time of purchase. Where that
investment generated future cash flows that were not reinvested, those cash flows would
generate future tax liabilities. In net present value terms, no tax would be imposed on this
investment.
Year 0

Year 1

Year 2

$

$

$

$

4600

4400

4200

Cash receipts
Cash outlays

(12,000)

Net cash flow position

Year 3

(12,000)

4,600

4,400

4,200

Tax due/(refundable) at 5 per cent

(600)

230

220

210

Present value of tax due/(refundable)

(600)

219

200

181

Net tax paid on this investment

0

(in present value terms)

If the cost of purchasing this investment were immediately expensed, it would give rise to
a tax benefit at the time of purchase. Where that investment generated future cash flows
that were not reinvested, taxes would be imposed on those cash flows. Overall, over the
life of the investment, the effect of providing a tax benefit would be that the normal return
to capital would not be taxed. That is, only above-normal returns would be taxed.
Because cash outlays on capital expenditure would be immediately deductible in full, new or
growing businesses would likely be in a tax loss position in the early years, with tax
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liabilities arising in later years (when the business becomes profitable). They would receive
an initial refund on their negative cash flow, but when they generate positive cash flows in
later years they would incur a CFT liability. This is similar in effect to the government
sharing the risks in the business by taking a position equivalent to a silent equity partner.
Businesses that export a significant proportion of what they produce would be expected to
have a negative net cash flow for the purpose of CFT, as export sales (goods or services
consumed outside Australia) would be excluded from the tax base. This means that
exporters would be in a net refund position. However, this revenue loss would be balanced
by taxing imports (foreign goods or services consumed inside Australia) under the CFT.
Similarly, as the CFT would exclude financial flows, businesses that provide predominantly
financial services, but purchase real goods and services, would be in a net refund position
under a CFT. However, coverage of the financial sector through a financial services tax (see
Section D4 Taxing financial services) would ensure that the domestic consumption of
financial services would still be taxed on an equivalent basis.

D1–2 A CFT could be simpler for small business
By avoiding complex exemptions and special rules, a CFT could be radically simpler than
existing consumption taxes, while also improving the efficiency of the tax system. Indeed, in
a similar way to individuals being able to have personal income tax returns pre-filled and
sent to them as a default (see Section G4 Client experience of the tax and transfer system), a
single-rate, broad-based CFT provides the opportunity for many businesses to significantly
reduce their compliance costs. A CFT could be reported through a simpler business activity
statement using fewer labels than the statement used for the GST.
Relying on the natural systems of businesses, such as financial or payroll systems, can reduce
compliance costs (see Section G4 Client experience of the tax and transfer system). With the
CFT, companies or sole traders with very simple tax affairs might use a bank account to have
their CFT liability calculated automatically (see Box D1–2).
Box D1–2: Automatic tax accounts
A simple business without export flows or complex financial transactions might choose to
run all their business transactions through a single ‘automatic tax account’. This service
might be offered by their bank, which could automatically calculate net cash flows
(excluding financial flows and payroll costs). Some banks might offer to report this liability
electronically to the ATO, eliminating the need for the business to provide separate returns
for the CFT.
This leaves more time for running a business, and less time to worry about tax. A similar
idea was recently canvassed for tax reform in the United States (President’s Advisory
Panel on Federal Tax Reform 2005, pp. 126–128).
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D1–3 A sustainable tax base
The long-term sustainability and simplicity of an efficient consumption tax depends on its
design and structure. The tax needs to be robust to short-term pressures to make changes to
pursue other policy objectives. To be sustainable, a comprehensive broad-based tax should
remain simple over time.
The current GST system achieves stability of the tax base by requiring unanimous agreement
between the Australian government and the States before any changes can be made to the
base or rate of GST. However, while this administrative arrangement has been effective in
protecting the GST tax base, it makes it difficult to make improvements to the GST, as any
government has an effective veto.
A direct subtraction method tax would not require the same institutional arrangement as a
GST. Because net cash flows, rather than individual goods and services, would be taxed,
there would be no need for the GST’s system of invoices to enforce different tax treatments
for different goods or services. The direct subtraction method would allow specific entities —
such as very small businesses — to be removed from the system entirely, without making the
system more complicated for those entities that remain (given that the tax makes no
distinction between cash flows to or from ‘registered’ or ‘unregistered’ entities).
Finding
A destination-based cash flow tax, calculated on a direct subtraction basis, could be an
efficient, simple and sustainable method of taxing domestic consumption.
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Key points
The GST is Australia’s principal consumption tax. To improve the operation of the GST
there might be opportunities to make greater use of GST-free or reverse charging
treatment for some business-to-business transactions. However, cases where the benefits
outweigh the additional complexity are likely to be few, given the existing GST base and
the GST’s invoice-credit architecture.

D2–1 The current GST can be complex and costly
The breadth of Australia’s GST base is around the OECD average
The goods and services tax (GST), adopted in 2000, is a type of value added tax (VAT). A
VAT taxes a business’s sales, but refunds tax paid on their purchases. Consumers, who do
not receive a refund, therefore bear the burden of the tax. In this way, the VAT is a type of
consumption tax.
The Asprey Committee (1975) proposed a VAT to replace the wholesale sales tax and extend
the consumption tax base to services. This followed European practice from the 1960s and
1970s, where VATs replaced inefficient taxes on business turnover and narrow sales taxes
(Ebrill et al. 2001, p. 6). Except in the case of New Zealand’s GST, VATs around the world do
not tax the consumption base on a comprehensive basis (see Chart D2–1).
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Chart D2–1: VAT revenue ratio, 2005(a)

(a) Unweighted average used for OECD. The VAT revenue ratio = (VAT or GST revenue)/([consumption (including government
consumption) — VAT or GST revenue] x standard VAT or GST rate). An ‘ideal’ value added tax, which would apply at a
single rate on all domestic consumption, would have a VAT revenue ratio of 1. A VAT revenue ratio above 1 can reflect
investment in residential housing that is taxed on a prepaid basis (and rents are input taxed) but is not included in national
accounts as consumption, or cascading effects of input taxation in the value chain.
Source: OECD (2008a).
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New Zealand’s GST has approached full coverage of the consumption tax base.
New Zealand does this by taxing almost all goods and services, including public services.
There are very few exemptions, and only for technical reasons. Australia’s GST base is close
to the OECD average, raising revenue from little more than half of the consumption base (see
Chart D2–1).

A narrower GST does not mean it is fairer, but adds complexity
Income redistribution to make Australia fairer is primarily the job of the personal income tax
and transfer system (see Section A1 Personal income tax). This means that other taxes and
charges can be used in the most efficient way, reducing the overall complexity of the system.
It is very difficult to target GST exemptions on some products to certain groups.
For example, while the proportion of income spent on GST-free food does fall with income,
absolute actual expenditure on GST-free food is almost six times greater for the highest than
the lowest income groups. Among food categories, expenditure only on powdered milk,
canned meat and offal actually falls with income (ABS 2005). As a result, more than one-third
of the $5 billion exemption for GST-free food (Australian Government 2009, p. 205) benefits
households in the highest 20 per cent of the income distribution. These sorts of exemptions
add significantly to the complexity of the GST.

The invoice-credit method has compliance benefits but costs as well
An individual sale or purchase of a commodity can be ‘taxable’ (that is, tax is payable on the
sale of taxable goods, and tax paid previously in the supply chain is refunded), ‘GST-free’
(that is, tax is not payable on the sale of GST-free goods, and tax paid previously in the
supply chain is refunded) or ‘input taxed’ (that is, no tax is payable on the supply of
input-taxed goods, but the tax previously paid in the supply chain is not refunded).
The need to determine the tax status of each sale or purchase requires the use of tax invoices
to provide evidence of liability to GST or eligibility for a refund. The ‘invoice-credit method’
(illustrated in Chart D2–2) attributes a tax liability (for sales), or an input tax credit (for
purchases) to individual transactions, for which a ‘tax invoice’ must be generated. The net
amount is remitted to the Australian Tax Office (ATO).
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Chart D2–2: Invoice-credit method consumption tax
Tax liability = tax rate (output) minus tax rate (input)

Furniture maker

Raw materials sold to
furniture maker
for $50 + $5 GST
Tax invoice

Table sold to retailer
for $120 + $12 GST
Tax invoice

$7 remitted ($12 GST - $5 input tax credit)

Timber
company

$5 remitted

Total government
revenue

$3 remitted
($15 GST $12 input
tax credit)

Retailer

Table sold to consumer
for $150 + $15 GST
Final consumer

There is an argument that tax invoices make the GST ‘self-enforcing’, as a business purchaser
of a taxed good or service requires a valid tax invoice from their supplier in order to receive
an input tax credit. While this imposes an additional compliance burden for taxpayers, it
creates an additional audit trail for the ATO.
However, the inherent compliance benefits of an invoice-credit method should not be
overstated. While business consumers have an incentive to ask for a tax invoice, consumers
have no need for a tax invoice, as they cannot claim a tax credit. As such, tax collected at the
final retail stage is not self-enforcing. Moreover, the existence of a tax invoice may assist but
does not in itself ensure compliance. A false tax invoice might be used to make a claim for a
credit. A missing or absent tax invoice may be used to understate sales.
In addition, the widespread use of tax invoices as a basis of systematic cross-checking
between tax paid and tax claimed, while simple in concept, is costly in practice (see
Box D2-1). The ATO’s compliance program is built largely on voluntary compliance, with
targeted audit activity in response to emerging risks, rather than auditing millions of routine
transactions.
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Box D2–1: Cross-checking invoices in practice — South Korea
South Korea introduced its invoice-credit VAT in 1977. To ensure compliance, taxpayers
were required to send copies of each tax invoice to the tax authority’s central computer
centre for cross-checking.
These cross-checking programs reduced the number of cases where matching sales and
purchase invoices could not be found, although many of the remaining cases resulted from
transcription errors rather than fraud. However, the cross-checking program was cancelled
after the resources costs for administrator, and the compliance costs for taxpayers, were
found to outweigh the benefits.
Adapted from Ebrill et al. 2001, p. 150.

GST compliance can be costly …
The costs incurred by business in complying with the GST arise from registration
requirements, issuing tax invoices, distinguishing between different types of supplies,
reporting and remitting GST to the ATO, computing and software requirements, record
keeping and auditing, understanding the GST law, and impacts on cash flow.
The Board of Taxation (2007, p. 112) has highlighted GST-specific compliance issues in the
course of its review of small business tax compliance costs. It found that working out
exemptions and concessions is a confusing and time-consuming task. Small businesses also
find it difficult to classify supplies into taxable, GST-free and input-taxed items for tax
purposes, and into capital and non-capital items for the business activity statement (BAS).
The requirement to receive and retain all tax invoices for five years is also costly. In addition,
the not-for-profit sector, comprising around 700,000 organisations, can incur significant
compliance costs associated with the GST. While the sector receives GST concessions,
compliance with the regime is reportedly difficult, at least partly because of the regular use
of untrained volunteers for administration.
There has been no comprehensive quantitative study of GST compliance costs in Australia.
A study of compliance costs in the UK suggests that VAT compliance costs decrease as a
proportion of sales as sales increase, with compliance costs ranging from 0.003 per cent of
taxable sales for large businesses to almost 2 per cent for small businesses (Sandford et al.
1989, p. 116). Estimates of compliance costs under a VAT system as reported by the United
States Government Accountability Office (2008, p. 16) suggest that small business with sales
under $50,000 face a cost of compliance of 2 per cent of annual sales, compared with
0.04 per cent for businesses with sales over $1 million.2
Compliance costs increase when different supplies are given different tax treatments. While
most supplies are taxable, some supplies are GST-free, or input-taxed.

2

These figures are based on studies of New Zealand, Canada and the United Kingdom.
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… especially for small business
In 2007–08, approximately 2.6 million entities were registered for GST, of which nearly two
million lodged a BAS. More than half a million taxpayers were in a net refund position. Of
those taxpayers that had a net GST liability, less than one thousand were responsible for
40 per cent of ATO GST liabilities. Almost one million taxpayers had a positive GST liability
of less than $10,000 (see Chart D2–3). This suggests that a large number of very small
businesses bear the compliance costs of the GST while contributing very little to overall
revenue collection.
Chart D2–3: Net GST liabilities by amount, 2007–08
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While businesses with an annual turnover below $75,000 and non-profit organisations with a
turnover below $150,000 are not required to register, many are still voluntarily registered. In
2007–08 around half GST registrations were voluntary. This could be due to pressure from
their business customers to register so they correspond with their customers’ accounting
systems and allow their customers to claim input tax credits.
Moreover, once a business has registered for the GST, there is often little incentive to
deregister. Deregistration can be complicated, requiring a range of adjustments in relation to
previously claimed input tax credits.
The take-up of a range of optional small business concessions has been very low. For
example, in 2007 only 2 per cent of eligible small business (roughly 2,400 out of 110,000) used
a simplified accounting method to calculate GST (Board of Taxation 2008, p. 50). This
suggests that the perceived benefits of some concessions are not great.
Findings
Complying with the GST is costly for many businesses — particularly small businesses.
Much of this complexity is structural, and flows from differential tax treatment of different
goods and services. The smallest businesses can be under pressure to be in the GST
system.
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D2–2 Alleviating compliance costs on some transactions
Treat some business-to-business transactions as if they were GST-free?
One approach to reducing business compliance costs within the existing GST system would
be to allow more transactions between two registered entities to be treated as if they were
GST-free. It would be necessary to target those areas where the compliance benefits of
providing this treatment outweigh the additional complexity of introducing yet another
treatment.
This approach would not require significant changes to existing accounting systems but
would treat more supplies as if they were GST-free. It would avoid some of the cash flow
costs associated with the GST — that is, additional finance would not be needed to pay the
GST-inclusive price, only to have the GST component subsequently returned as an input tax
credit. The impact on cash flow could be particularly beneficial for acquisitions of large
one-off capital items.
Some supplies are input-taxed. A business acquiring goods or services that are input-taxed
receives no credit for the embedded tax. This means that the tax ‘cascades’ through the
supply chain, introduces biases into production decisions and ultimately results in higher
prices for business consumers and exports. The ability to treat some ‘input-taxed’ supplies as
if they were GST-free for business might reduce this bias, although it would increase
complexity, and would require alternative arrangements to ensure that the household
consumption is taxed (see, for example, Section D4 Taxing financial services).
Greater use of GST-free treatment would involve an increased risk to revenue, as more
revenue would be collected at the final sale, at which point consumers have little incentive to
demand a tax invoice. In addition, the benefits would need to be weighed against the
additional complexity that would arise from introducing further classifications into the GST
system.

Use reverse charging more widely?
An alternative proposal would be to allow businesses to agree to reverse charge a greater
number of transactions (see Box D2–2). Reverse charging is currently used to tax some
imported services. Making greater use of reverse charging would have cash flow benefits for
the purchasing business. However, the reverse charge approach would not remove the
compliance costs associated with identifying business-to-business transactions.
Reverse charging would be similar in effect to a retail sales tax, as some transactions within
the supply chain would be excluded from GST, provided that the recipient is registered for
GST.
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Box D2–2: Reverse charging
Under a reverse charge mechanism, the recipient of a supply is responsible for remitting
GST that would otherwise be remitted by the supplier. The recipient is also entitled to
claim input tax credits where it has made a creditable acquisition. Thus at the time of
acquisition the recipient will be liable to remit the GST and will be entitled to claim input
tax credits. The two amounts, generally, would exactly offset one another, while
maintaining the normal GST revenue result. The amount of GST charged is 10 per cent of
the GST-exclusive price of the taxable supply.
Under the existing Australian system, reverse charging is limited to supplies made by
non-residents. Practical difficulties in remitting GST may arise where the non–resident
does not have a presence in Australia. To overcome this, the non-resident supplier and the
Australian recipient may, subject to certain conditions, agree that the GST on the supply
should be paid by the recipient rather than the supplier. In addition, a compulsory reverse
charge regime operates for some non-resident supplies of services.
The non-resident supplier is not required to issue a tax invoice and the recipient is not
required to hold a tax invoice in order to claim an input tax credit. The reverse charging
arrangements are intended to reduce compliance costs for non-residents.
This approach might reduce some compliance costs associated with the current GST system.
It also reduces the risk to revenue of paying input tax credits where no GST has been paid.
Such an approach would shift the cash flow benefits that some suppliers currently enjoy
(that is, collecting GST before it is due to be paid to the ATO) to the purchasing business.
This would be of particular benefit in relation to large, infrequent transactions. However, it
might disadvantage others, such as primary producers, who currently receive payment for
their supplies before they are liable to pay GST.
While widespread entitlement to GST-free or reverse charging transactions runs the risk of
raising compliance costs and increasing revenue risks, the benefits might outweigh these
risks in particular, confined circumstances. A more detailed investigation would be
necessary before either strategy could be adopted.
Recommendation 56:
The government should consider making greater use of GST-free business-to-business
transactions or reverse charging, provided the potential compliance cost savings outweigh
the additional complexity costs and risks to revenue.

Keep excise-inclusive prices in the GST base
GST is charged at 10 per cent on taxable goods and services. In the case of excisable goods
such as petrol, beer, spirits and tobacco, GST is imposed on the market price, after the
imposition of excise. This leads to a ‘tax on tax’ situation.
Removing this ‘tax on tax’ would narrow the consumption tax base, reducing overall
efficiency by shifting relative prices between taxed and untaxed commodities. It would
further increase the costs of complying with the GST, both for businesses that supply
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excisable goods and for those who purchase them. For example, if fuel excise were removed
from the GST calculation, a business user of petrol would not be entitled to an input tax
credit for that proportion of the price that is attributable to excise.
If a tax on specific product is used to set a price to consumers that reflects wider costs of
consumption or production (as recommended in Section E Enhancing social and market
outcomes), this price should be subject to GST to ensure equivalent treatment with other
prices in the economy.
Finding
Excise-inclusive prices are properly included in the GST base. Charging GST only on the
‘excise-exclusive’ value of goods or services would add significantly to the complexity of
the GST, and reduce its efficiency.
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Key points
Existing payroll taxes are more complex and less efficient than they could be because of
tax-free thresholds and other exemptions.
A broad-based consumption tax, such as a cash flow tax, would tax returns from labour
and would provide additional revenue, providing scope to remove current payroll taxes.

D3–1 Taxing labour income
Labour income (effectively the value-added from working) is the most important tax base for
developed countries (see Section A1–2 Income from work and deductions). In Australia,
employee compensation (which is the largest part of labour income) has accounted for
around half of gross domestic product (GDP) for the past 50 years (see Chart D3–1).
Chart D3–1: Compensation of employees as a proportion of GDP over 50 years
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Because payroll taxes are generally levied on all components of employee remuneration,
they are designed to tax the value-added from labour. As such, payroll taxes are similar to
the labour component of Australia’s personal income tax as well as the goods and services
tax — they all generate revenue by reducing the real return from working.
Labour is relatively immobile, but high tax rates can deter certain people from participating
in the labour market. Therefore taxes on labour income can be relatively efficient. Australia’s
future tax system will need to raise significant revenues from the value-added by labour.
However, as Sections A1–2 Income from work and deductions and D Taxing consumption
show, this value-added can be taxed in many ways.
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Who bears the burden of payroll tax?
While businesses are legally responsible for remitting payroll tax, in the long run they are
unlikely to bear the burden of the tax (in terms of returns to capital).
In the short run, the situation is not always as clear. Businesses demand labour so they can
produce goods and services (to earn a return on capital), while workers supply labour in
return for wage income. Who bears the burden of a rise in the payroll tax rate will depend on
which factor (capital or labour) is relatively ‘inelastic’ — that is, which one has fewer options
for avoiding the tax.
Different businesses will be in different situations. For example, an increase in payroll tax
rates may not feed through to lower wages until wages can be renegotiated. In the short run,
businesses can bear some of the burden (or receive some of the benefit) from changes to
payroll tax, and many say they do (see Box D3–1).
Box D3–1: Why do businesses feel the burden of payroll tax?
Businesses often lobby governments to lower payroll tax rates or increase exemption
thresholds. Why do they do this if payroll tax is actually paid by labour in the long run?
Some businesses may believe they bear the burden of payroll tax simply because they are
the ones with the legal liability to remit the tax and are able to observe the compliance
costs they incur. However, others may be seeking the short-term profits from payroll tax
relief caused by markets taking time to adjust and shift the benefit to labour.
Exemptions have an unpredictable impact on the market. Due to the threshold exemption,
for example, a taxpaying firm may be in competition with exempt firms. Each type of firm
will have a different cost structure (for example, the taxpaying firms might employ more
capital equipment relative to labour). When a growing business in that sector enters the
payroll tax system for the first time, it may need time to adjust its cost structure and is
likely to make lower profits in the short run.
The opposite may happen if the tax-free threshold rises, taking a small number of
competitors out of the tax net, and giving them the chance to make additional profits in the
short run. That is, if there is an unanticipated cut in the rate of payroll tax, businesses are
likely to enjoy additional profits briefly until competition causes prices to fall or wages to
rise.
These effects may lead businesses to conclude that they bear the burden of the tax. While
not considering the timeframe issues, Carling (2008, p. 6) takes a similar view, stating that
’even though most of the economic incidence of payroll tax may not fall on employers, the
illusion that it does may be so strong that it actually influences business behaviour’.
For example, a business might prefer to locate in a jurisdiction with lower payroll taxes
believing this will increase the return to its capital, even if in the long run this actually
results in paying employees higher wages.
The ‘short run’ is an imprecise concept; generally defined as the period during which capital
is fixed in its current use. For example, if a business thinks that demand for its product has
fallen, it may continue to produce in the short run because it is expensive to move or re-tool
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the existing machinery. For a capital-intensive manufacturer, then, the short run may be
more than a year. For more labour-intensive industries such as house building most
machinery is rented, rather than owned, and labour can be adjusted rapidly in response to
demand. For these businesses, the short run may be only a few months.
In the long run, investment will flow elsewhere and any plant or equipment will be sold.
Capital is very mobile across Australia and the world, whereas workers are less mobile. As a
result, a payroll tax reduces the demand for labour, lowering wages to the point where the
return on capital is again equal to the world level. Capital owners such as shareholders and
lenders will seek higher returns by locating their investment elsewhere. So, while a business
may relocate or shut down to avoid the tax, the underlying capital invested in that business
will be applied elsewhere in order to earn the prevailing after-tax return. In the long run, the
supply of capital is likely to be significantly more responsive (that is, ‘elastic’) to the effects of
a payroll tax than labour. This means that labour tends to bear the burden of such taxes
rather than capital owners (Freebairn 2009; IPART 2008; Carling 2008; Ryan 1995). In the long
run, payroll tax therefore has a very similar effect to the labour component of personal
income tax.
There is one more significant effect of payroll tax — it is likely that all workers, not just those
in businesses remitting payroll tax, bear the tax burden through lower wages
(Freebairn 2009). In the long run, businesses will pass the burden of payroll tax onto
workers, so some workers are likely to leave businesses that remit payroll tax and seek
higher wages in businesses that do not. The influx of workers trying to get jobs in the exempt
sector means that such businesses will not have to pay as much to attract workers. This
means that workers in untaxed businesses receive lower incomes than they would have
otherwise, effectively sharing the payroll tax burden (see Box D3–2).
In effect, the narrow-based payroll tax is a tax on all workers, but one that is levied in a very
inefficient way because it pushes into the untaxed sector some workers who would be more
productive in the taxed sector. This implies a decline in average labour productivity,
reducing national income.
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Box D3–2: A payroll tax on some firms can affect workers in all firms
Even though a payroll tax may be levied only on businesses with payrolls above a certain
threshold, the effect of the tax may be felt by those working in businesses with payrolls
below the threshold.
Chart D3–2 illustrates a simple model which shows the impact of a narrow-based payroll
tax. The model assumes that the total labour supply is fixed and that businesses are split
into two categories: large and small. The tax is only imposed on payrolls of large
businesses.
Chart D3–2: The effect on wages and employment of a narrow payroll tax
Wages
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Source: Freebairn 2009.

The total labour supply is the distance between SB and LB on the chart. The demand for
labour by small businesses slopes downward from the left hand side of the chart (Demand
(SB)), while the demand for labour by large businesses slopes downward from right to left
on the chart (Demand (LB)). Before a payroll tax is introduced, each worker gets paid the
equilibrium wage W0. The distribution of workers in large and small business is indicated
by E0; that is, the distance SB–E0 represents the number of workers in the small business
sector, and LB–E0 represents the number of workers in the large business sector.
The introduction of a payroll tax on the wages received by employees of large businesses
results in each employee now costing the firm more. Demand for labour in the taxed sector
therefore contracts, reflecting the extra cost now payable to government, and the new
demand curve is shown as Demand (LB tax).
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Box D3–2: A payroll tax on some firms can affect workers in all firms (continued)
In the short run, wages may be inflexible and large business may have sunk costs that
make it costly to reduce wages or withdraw capital. But in the long run, as capital is
mobile, large business fully shifts the burden of the tax to workers in the form of lower
wages, and the existing LB–E0 workers in the large business sector will have their wages
reduced from W0 to W (tax). As wages in the (untaxed) small business sector are still at
W0, the prospect of higher wages will entice some large business workers to move to the
small business sector. As this movement happens, wages in both sectors converge to W1
and employment in small businesses increases from SB–EO to SB–E1, while employment
in large businesses falls from LB–E0 to LB–E1.
There are two main results from this analysis:
•

A narrow-based payroll tax (imposed only on certain employers) will reduce wages for
all workers in the economy.

•

The imposition of a narrow-based payroll tax changes the composition of employment,
moving some workers away from jobs where they would be more productive (in the
absence of the tax).

Principles
In the long run, the burden of a stable labour income tax, such as payroll tax, is likely to
fall on workers rather than on capital.
In the short run, however, an unexpected increase (decrease) in the payroll tax burden
might be borne partly by the owners of capital through lower (higher) returns.
The burden of a relatively narrow-based labour income tax, such as the current State
payroll taxes, is likely to be shared between workers in the taxed and non-taxed sectors.
This also means that some workers are not working in their most productive jobs, with the
result that overall labour force productivity is reduced.

D3–2 Current payroll taxes are complex and narrow-based
Payroll tax is levied by all States on businesses with payrolls above certain thresholds.
Payroll tax was originally introduced by the Federal Government in 1941 to fund child
endowment. Since the Australian government passed control of the payroll tax to the States
in 1971, every State has used this tax to meet a significant part of its revenue requirements. In
2009–10, the States expect to collect $16.8 billion in payroll taxes, representing around
32 per cent of their own-source tax revenues.
The existing State payroll taxes are not as broad-based as they could be. Existing payroll
taxes in all States include three major exemption categories (there are differences in the detail
between States), including:
• threshold exemptions — these exclude businesses whose total Australian payroll is less
than a certain threshold;
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• activity exemptions — these exclude businesses according to their dominant activity (for
example, charities, non-profit hospitals, local councils and the Australian government);
and
• payment exemptions — these exclude the wages of people in certain circumstances, such
as payments for maternity leave and payments made to apprentices.
Each State has a different threshold exemption as well as a different tax rate (see Table D3–1).
Table D3–1: Current payroll tax rates, thresholds and revenue estimates for 2009–10
State

New South
Wales

Rate
Threshold

Victoria

Queensland
(a)

South
Australia

Western
Australia

Tasmania

Northern
Territory

Australian
Capital
Territory

5.75%

4.95%

4.75%

4.95%

5.5%

6.1%

5.9%

6.85%

$638,000

$550,000

$1 million

$600,000

$750,000

$1.01 million

$1.25 million

$1.5 million

$6,172

$4,074

$2,736

$915

$2,216

$257

$157

$267

Revenue

(a) Queensland differs in that it does not provide a deduction equal to the threshold for all taxpayers. Instead it ‘claws back’ the
threshold on payrolls between $1 million and $5 million. Above $5 million there is no deduction in Queensland.
Source: State revenue offices, State budget papers (mid-year update for Qld and Vic). Rates and thresholds are as at
1 July 2009.

Arguably, the threshold exemptions operate as a barrier to business growth as the
compliance and payroll tax costs provide an incentive to remain small.
The overall effect of the exemptions is that a significant proportion of employee
remuneration is not subject to the tax. A comparison of current payroll tax revenues with the
amount that would be collected at current rates from its theoretical base — represented by
the national accounts measure of compensation of employees — suggests that around
43 per cent of employee compensation is exempt (see Chart D3–3).
State government tax expenditure data suggest that the threshold exemptions explain most
of the difference between theoretical and actual payroll tax collections. This exemption
reduces the efficiency of payroll tax revenue, as it distorts labour use away from its highest
value use (see Box D3–2). A narrower tax base also means the tax rate has to be higher to
raise a given amount of revenue.
Chart D3–3: Exemptions from theoretical payroll tax base, 2008–09
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The threshold exempts most businesses from being liable for payroll tax. For example, the
current NSW threshold (which is lower than most other States) exempts around 91 per cent
of NSW businesses from payroll tax (IPART 2008). State government departments are
generally liable for payroll tax.

Payroll tax is particularly complex across State borders
Employers face a number of complexities in complying with their payroll tax obligations.
The definition of wages for payroll tax purposes differs from that for income tax and
workers’ compensation.
Exempt employers must ensure they remain eligible for the exemption activity. Employers
must continually identify the instances where an employee’s wage, in whole or part,
becomes exempt or ceases to be exempt, and move those wages into, or out of, the payroll
tax calculation as required.
Businesses close to the threshold are likely to have to calculate their payroll amounts
regularly to determine whether or not they have a liability to register for payroll tax.
Threshold exemptions require complex grouping rules that deem related entities to be one
business for the purposes of the threshold. These rules are necessary to prevent businesses
from taking advantage of the threshold by artificially splitting up their operations into a
number of smaller entities.
When payroll tax became an own-source of revenue for the States, payroll taxpayers
operating in more than one State were required to submit regular (usually monthly) payroll
tax returns and payments to each State in which they employed people. With business
increasingly operating on a national and global basis, around half of payroll taxpayers now
employ in more than one State.
To prevent business from receiving a full threshold deduction in each State, the threshold
deduction is applied in respect of the employer’s total Australian wages, but the liability is
calculated in respect of the wages paid to workers employed in that State.
Where an employee works in more than one State there are complex rules for determining
which State receives the payroll tax.
In 1971 the States enacted uniform payroll tax legislation with a uniform tax rate of
2.5 per cent. Over the following years, that uniformity was gradually eroded as States
changed their tax rates and thresholds, extended the base to include other forms of
remuneration, introduced anti-avoidance measures and enacted specific exemptions and
rebates in response to local revenue and taxation issues. Recently, through the Council of
Australian Governments’ ‘national seamless economy’ initiative, all jurisdictions have taken
steps to harmonise their payroll tax legislation, which has resulted in harmonised legislation
in most States. However, States still differ on the basis of thresholds and rates.
Many submissions to the Review have highlighted how the compliance costs for businesses
with employees in several States are higher than necessary due to these complexities.
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Apart from the impact on employers, the duplication of revenue authority infrastructure,
including administration, compliance staff and IT systems, increases the administration costs
of Australia’s tax system.
Finding
Exemptions in the payroll tax base introduce biases into the allocation of labour across the
economy and lead to complexity in administration and compliance, particularly when the
exemptions differ (even slightly) between States.

Reform of payroll tax has been mixed across States
Aggregate labour income as a percentage of GDP has been relatively stable over time
(see Chart D3–1) so that even the current narrow-based payroll taxes are one of the more
stable and predictable sources of State revenue (IPART 2008).
Over the past 20 years, the States have moved to broaden the payroll tax base and lower the
rate. The major base-broadening decisions have involved the addition to the base of non-cash
fringe benefits and superannuation contributions.
In New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia, base-broadening has also resulted from
average wages rising faster than the level of the threshold. For example, Victoria’s threshold
has risen from $500,000 in the early 1990s to $550,000 today. During this time, average wages
have nearly doubled, so it is likely that that a higher proportion of businesses are now liable
for payroll tax in Victoria. This potentially reduces the efficiency costs of raising revenue
from payroll tax as fewer businesses can now change their activities to avoid paying the tax.
Some other States have taken the opposite approach. Western Australia, Tasmania, Northern
Territory and the Australian Capital Territory have narrowed their payroll tax base by
increasing the threshold faster than the growth in wages. These States have generally been
slower to reduce their payroll tax rates. Chart D3–4 compares two States with similar
threshold exemption levels in 1992–93, and contrasts their actual level over time to what the
threshold level would have been had it been indexed to the movement in average wages.
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Chart D3–4: Level of payroll tax thresholds in two States, compared with
hypothetical indexation of the 1992–93 level to average wages
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On average, these changes made by the States over the past 15 years have increased the
payroll tax base from around 45 per cent to 57 per cent of its theoretical level across all States
(see Chart D3–3). At the same time as the base has been broadened, there has been a general
decline in rates. For example, Victoria has significantly reduced its rate, from 7 per cent in
1990–91 to 4.95 per cent today.
Finding
Some States have broadened their payroll tax base by limiting growth in the payroll tax
threshold, while other States have narrowed their base by rapidly increasing the threshold.

D3–3 Broad-based taxes to capture the value-add of labour?
Recommendation 57:
State payroll taxes should eventually be replaced with revenue from more efficient
broad-based taxes that capture the value-add of labour.
The Review has considered replacing the existing payroll taxes with a tax on employee
remuneration administered through the pay as you go (PAYG) withholding system.
However, a more efficient, equitable and sustainable means of taxing labour income would
be a broad-based consumption tax.
Consumption is made up of labour income and any excess returns to other factors of
production (such as capital). In particular, a broad-based consumption tax would be applied
to all businesses selling goods and services, including the self-employed. As the base is
broader than just labour income, the rate of tax would need to be lower for any given
revenue target, making it more efficient and arguably more equitable than simply taxing the
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labour income component only. As the base includes labour income, there is little reason to
have both a payroll tax and a broad-based consumption tax operating at the same time.

Administer payroll tax through the PAYG system?
One alternative option is to collect a single-rate tax on labour income through the PAYG
withholding system. As it would utilise one existing system, this would be simpler than
having many payroll taxes, and avoid many of the latter’s inefficiencies. Because it would be
on the personal income base, there would be limited opportunities for exemptions,
improving the sustainability of the base. If the States prefer that the new arrangements reflect
the revenue-raising autonomy currently provided by payroll tax, it would be possible for the
States to vary (within limits) the rate applied to their residents, and to disclose the amount
paid by each employee on their annual notice of assessment issued by the ATO.
However, without other reforms, this approach would create incentives for some employees
to become independent contractors and for self-employed people to convert their labour
income into capital income (by reinvesting it in the business instead of paying themselves a
wage). There might be concerns about the impact on many small businesses who might find
it more difficult to attract workers. Further, some people may be concerned about the equity
of a single-rate labour income tax. Finally, a number of administrative issues would need to
be considered, such as how to deal with employees whose wages are below the tax-free
threshold and are not currently in the PAYG withholding system.
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Key points
Input taxation of financial services under the GST is inefficient, reduces competition and
harms Australia’s position as a regional financial services centre.
Financial services should be taxed in an equivalent way to other forms of consumption.
That is, the consumption of financial services by Australian households should be fully
taxed and financial services used by businesses should be treated like any other business
input. There are a range of options for achieving this, although the actual design of the tax
should be informed by extensive consultation with the financial services industry.
A financial services tax could replace input taxation under the GST, and complement a
cash flow tax.

D4–1 The case for taxing consumption of financial services
Financial services such as banking involve both the deferral of consumption and the current
consumption of services to facilitate this deferral. For example, a deposit account involves
both the deferral of consumption of the deposit funds and the consumption of various
related or incidental services provided by the bank.
Some submissions to the Review have argued that the use of a financial service such as a
loan does not involve consumption in itself, but merely provides the means to consume
other goods and services (and should therefore not be included in the consumption tax base).
However, the fact that the principal purpose of a service is to facilitate subsequent
consumption does not mean that the service is not itself consumption.
If a person chooses to spend money to change some aspect of their consumption (for
example, to bring it forward in time), they do so because the service they purchase yields
additional value to them. As this increased value is reflected in the cost of the financial
service, it is entirely appropriate that it be taxed as consumption. Other facilitation services,
like the transport of goods, are similarly and correctly included in a consumption tax base.
An argument against the taxation of financial services is that such services are a complement
to savings, and therefore taxing financial services contravenes the principle that
consumption tax should not bias savings. However, this confuses savings with the future
consumption facilitated by savings. The principle that present and future consumption
should be treated equivalently under a consumption tax does not mean that current
consumption associated with facilitating future consumption should go untaxed.
Other submissions have suggested that financial transactions be subject to additional tax to
help reduce financial instability (see Box D4–1 A Tobin tax?). This would entail taxing
financial services on a turnover basis, which is inconsistent with the taxation of other forms
of consumption.
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D4–2 The nature and consequences of current arrangements
Current treatment compared to consumption benchmark
Services to facilitate the deferral of consumption should be included in the consumption tax
base, like other goods and services. That is, the value of domestic private consumption of
financial services should be taxed, while financial services provided to non-residents or
business should not be taxed.
However, estimates based on the existing GST system suggest that the current tax treatment
of financial services under the GST over-taxes business by around $760 million in 2010–11,
while the failure to fully tax household consumption of financial services results in a
$3.9 billion shortfall from the consumption tax benchmark (see Table D4–1).
Table D4–1: Cost of input tax treatment of financial supplies
2008–09

2009–10

2010–11

2011–12

$m

$m

$m

$m

Households

3,580

3,710

3,890

4,090

Businesses

–690

–720

–760

Total
2,880
2,990
3,140
Source: Treasury estimate, against benchmark of taxing household final consumption at 10 per cent rate.

–790
3,290

If final financial services were taxed on a consumption basis, this would result in increased
bank fees or interest-rate spreads on financial services for private consumers, while reducing
fees or interest-rate spreads for business consumers, and therefore the prices of other goods
and services for which financial services are inputs.
Principle
The value added by the financial services sector to household consumption should be
taxed in an equivalent way to consumption in other parts of the economy, while inputs to
production should not be taxed.
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Box D4–1: A Tobin tax?
Many submissions to the Review have supported the introduction of a tax on foreign
currency transactions, commonly known as a ‘Tobin tax’, named after Nobel
prize-winning economist James Tobin (1974), who first proposed the tax in a 1972 lecture.
In the wake of the global financial crisis the idea has received new attention in the
international policy debate. In August 2009, Lord Turner, chair of the UK Financial
Services Authority, canvassed the possibility of a similar tax on all financial transactions to
promote an efficient financial sector, particularly more stable financial markets. Keynes
(1936) made a similar suggestion during the Great Depression.
The goal of a Tobin tax is to dampen de-stabilising speculative financial activity. By
putting ‘sand in the wheels’ of the financial system, proponents believe that financial
prices (such as foreign exchange rates) would be less likely to overshoot or undershoot
economic fundamentals. If de-stabilising speculative transactions are more typically
short-term and high-volume, they would be disproportionately affected by the tax, even
though it would be levied at a low rate, based on value, to limit its impact on real activity.
More recently, proponents have argued that the revenues could be used to finance
international public goods, such as the United Nations or world poverty alleviation.
Transaction taxes like the Tobin tax are generally inefficient because the tax rate rises
according to how often an asset changes hands, rather than any underlying economic
value. There is no ‘economic base’ for transaction taxes. In general, transactions tend to
create value because they shift resources to higher-value purposes. If these prices are
publicly available, the transactions also provide the public information that assists wider
resource allocation in the community.
Financial markets are not perfectly efficient. Notably, the global financial crisis resulted
from a widespread mispricing of risk by financial markets. However, a financial
transactions tax would not directly address the sources of financial market failure, such as
moral hazard arising from implicit or explicit government guarantees, incentive structures
skewed toward short-term gains, and human psychology. There is no necessary
correlation between trading volume and the creation of systemic risk. The tax would apply
indiscriminately to transactions that are socially useful — including those that contribute
to financial system stability — and those that are costly.
In fact, transaction taxes could potentially reduce financial stability. They would reduce
market liquidity, which could lead to prices becoming more volatile and more prone to
misalignment. They would also impede hedging activity, which can involve a large
volume of transactions to disperse risk. Although the great majority of financial
transactions occur between financial firms, much of this is generated by the process of
reallocating risk between financial firms rather than speculation. Further, speculation is
not inherently destabilising as it can sometimes help correct misalignments.
It would be difficult to prevent activity shifting to unregulated sectors or jurisdictions.
Businesses would also have an incentive to structure themselves to avoid the tax. For
example, large, vertically integrated businesses use fewer transactions to make the same
product and would pay less tax. Even if levied at a low rate, a tax would cause some
impediment to real activity (for instance, currency transactions are essential for
international trade and investment) and may impede some necessary adjustments.
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Current treatment of financial services under the GST is inefficient
Australia and most other countries with a value added tax (VAT) use the ‘invoice-credit’
approach (see Section D2 The goods and services tax). Each business incurs a tax liability for
its sales and claims a credit for purchases of taxed goods and services. Taxing financial
services under this system is complex and inefficient, mainly because it is very difficult to
measure the value of the services provided in individual financial transactions.
In many cases, the consideration received for financial services such as a loan is not explicit,
but implicit in a margin or investment return. In the case of interest, part of the interest
payment is to compensate the lender for financial services associated with the loan, such as
assessment, monitoring and account keeping. However, part of the interest paid to a lender
is to compensate the lender for the use of the loan funds and for the risk of default. In more
complex transactions, a bank may obtain consideration for the services it provides in
arranging a loan by means of an implicit margin in the various financial flows making up the
transaction. Determining the value of the implicit consideration for supply of intermediation
services, for each party to the transaction, poses considerable challenges.
Taxing financial services can also be problematic due to the nature of the financial institution
as an intermediary. A bank, for example, typically does not make a loan using just its own
capital. Instead, it obtains money from another source which it then lends. Often, the bank
may receive consideration by way of a margin applying to both the borrowing and lending.
Properly taxing the value of the services provided to the borrower and the lender requires an
allocation of value between these various parties that can be problematic to achieve. This
becomes particularly complex where the supply to one party needs to be treated differently
to the other (for example, if one supply is an export).
The same problem would arise for the cash flow tax (see Section D1 A cash flow tax), which
would also exclude financial cash flows from the tax.
Most countries with a VAT have opted for a ‘second-best’ solution to taxing financial
services, using ‘input taxation’. This means that inputs of the service provider are taxed, but
not the value they add. The purchaser of financial services does not receive an input tax
credit for the GST incurred on their business inputs. The treaty under which members of the
European Union impose VAT requires this approach.
While businesses receive a credit for GST on their inputs, they are not able to recover all
embedded tax when they or their suppliers have input taxed financial inputs. This approach
results in various biases for both businesses and consumers. These can result in efficiency
costs, including:
• cascading of taxes through the supply chain, flowing through to higher prices of goods
and services to consumers, businesses and exports;
• businesses organising themselves to ‘self-supply’ goods and services to reduce the tax
payable on their inputs. This gives large, vertically integrated businesses an advantage
over smaller competitors;
• complexities in apportioning the cost of inputs between taxable, input taxed and GST-free
uses, including tracking the use of individual assets; and
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• adverse impacts on the financial sector’s international competitiveness.
These impacts influence the way financial supply providers operate, and change the prices
faced by consumers. For example, treating financial services as input taxed means that
consumers do not bear the full GST and may encourage them to use more financial services
over other consumption. Conversely, the relative price of financial services for business is
higher, as the GST paid on other inputs is typically refunded in full.
This embedded tax is likely to be passed forward to consumers — resulting in effective tax
rates above 10 per cent for taxable goods and services for which financial services are an
input. Where an Australian exporter makes use of Australian financial supplies, the price of
their exports — which should face no tax under a destination-based GST — can also include
embedded tax from input-taxed financial services (see Table D4–2).
Table D4–2: GST with input taxation of financial services
Non-financial goods and services
Explicit price = wages + economic rent
Households
Business
Exports

Financial services
Implicit price in interest margin

10% tax on price

10% tax on some inputs into financial services

GST refunded, except for embedded tax
GST free - some embedded tax

10% tax on some inputs into financial services
GST free - some embedded tax

Australia’s GST law includes additional, complex provisions to reduce some of the efficiency
consequences of input-taxing financial services. While these provisions mitigate some of the
inefficiencies of input taxation, they do not amount to efficient taxation of domestic
consumption. These provisions include:
• introducing a reduced input tax credit equal to 75 per cent of the full input tax credit for a
defined range of acquisitions that would otherwise be fully input taxed. This is a unique
feature of Australia’s GST regime;
• adopting a narrow definition of what constitutes a financial supply for GST purposes;
• introducing a financial acquisitions threshold that excludes many financial supplies made
by non-bank financial institutions from input taxation;
• including a special exemption for certain borrowing costs where the funds are used in
making GST-free or taxable supplies, to reduce tax cascading; and
• avoiding an incentive for input taxed entities to acquire supplies from other countries by
requiring those acquiring such supplies to make equivalent GST payments.
Finding
Financial services paid for through an interest margin, rather than explicit fees, cannot be
taxed directly using an invoice-credit GST or a simple cash flow tax. The use of input
taxation under GST potentially biases production and consumption decisions, resulting in
large efficiency costs and additional complexity from special provisions designed to
reduce the inefficiency.
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Impact on Australia as a regional financial services centre
Other countries in the region — notably Singapore and New Zealand — have also attempted
to address these problems by modifying their GST. However, neither has succeeded in
treating financial services equivalently to other forms of taxed consumption. Nevertheless,
these innovations may have given these countries an edge that may harm Australia’s efforts
to position itself as a regional financial services centre.
Singapore
Singapore input-taxes financial services but allows the service provider an input tax credit
under either a ‘special method’ or the ‘fixed input tax recovery method’.
The former requires separate reporting of the value of certain services as a proportion of total
services. This adds to compliance costs. The latter calculates the input tax credit entitlement
by applying a ratio to total acquisitions. The ratio is determined by the tax authorities
annually, and varies for different types of banking licences. For example, banks with full
banking licences, wholesale banks, offshore banks and finance companies each apply a
different ratio. This is similar to Australia’s 75 per cent reduced input tax credit, although in
Australia this applies only to a limited range of inputs.
New Zealand
Since 1 January 2005, New Zealand’s GST has allowed business-to-business supplies of
financial services to be GST-free where, over a 12-month period, the recipient’s taxable
supplies exceed 75 per cent of their total supplies. This GST-free treatment was introduced to
remove embedded tax on business inputs caused by input taxation.
This approach requires financial institutions to obtain information about the eligibility of
their customers to claim input tax credits. This information is usually unnecessary under a
GST. However, to reduce compliance costs, suppliers can refer to Australian and New
Zealand Standard Industrial Classification codes to determine the recipients’ status.
Treating business-to-business transactions as GST-free requires an appropriate way to
determine eligibility for claiming input tax credits, particularly for overhead costs. There is
also a revenue risk that GST-free supplies may be made for final consumption. New
Zealand’s GST includes additional anti-avoidance measures to address this threat.
Finding
The input taxation of financial services under the GST, and associated provisions to give
relief from it, are complex and affect Australia’s position as a regional financial services
centre.

D4–3 Alternative ways to tax consumption of financial services
Alternative methods of calculating the value of consumption of goods include an addition
method, a tax calculation account method, and a reverse charging method. These could be
investigated further, in consultation with the financial sector, and the most suitable method
considered by government for adoption.
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The addition method
Under an addition method tax, the value added is defined as the sum of each business’s
factors of production and its economic rent. An example for a non-financial supply chain (see
Chart D4–1) shows that this is theoretically equivalent to both the cash flow (see Chart D1–1)
and invoice-credit method (see Chart D2–2) consumption taxes.
Chart D4–1: Addition method consumption tax
Tax liability = tax rate (factor payments + economic rent)
Table sold to retailer
for $120

Raw materials sold to
furniture maker
for $50
Furniture
maker

$60
w ages
economic rent $10
$70
total VA

$40
w ages
economic rent $10
$50
total VA

$7 remitted

Timber
company

$5 remitted

Total government
revenue

$3 remitted

Retailer

Table sold to
consumer
for $150

Final
consumer

For technical reasons already discussed, the invoice-credit method GST cannot efficiently tax
financial services. Similarly, a simple cash flow tax that excludes financial flows (see
Section D1 A cash flow tax) would not tax domestic consumption of financial products.
However, the addition method can tax factor payments and economic rent from both
financial and non-financial goods or services. It could therefore be used as an equivalent
method of calculating the consumption tax liability.
An addition method financial services tax (FST) could be calculated from the wages and
economic rent of financial institutions that are attributable to supplies to domestic
consumers. To the extent that the financial institution has also received exemption from tax
on inputs (for example, an input tax credit under the GST, or a cash flow tax refund), the tax
base for the FST would also include inputs to ensure that the whole supply chain remains
taxed.
The economic rent component could be calculated by reference to existing income tax
concepts, provided adjustments are made to ensure that the normal return to capital is not
taxed. For example, economic rent may be calculated on the basis of adjusted income tax
liability. Adjustment would be necessary to allow a standard rate of return on equity capital,
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possibly calculated using a long term bond rate, similar to proposed arrangements for
resource rent taxation (see Section C1 Charging for non-renewable resources). Income tax
deductions given for depreciation may require variations.
Wages could be determined using the amounts provided in PAYG summaries (including
fringe benefit amounts). However, because this approach is significantly more complicated
than a direct cash flow approach for real goods and services, this additive approach to taxing
consumption would not extend to incidental supplies of financial services, unless their value
is significant. A common definition of financial supplies would be needed to ensure that
financial supplies are subject to one consumption tax, reflecting the principle that services
paid for in an implicit margin should be taxed under a FST.
An FST would tax only domestic consumption
To ensure that the FST operates as a destination-based consumption tax, only the proportion
of a service provider’s business transacted with domestic consumers would be subject to the
tax. A company that deals only with businesses or non-residents would pay no tax.
As this method operates on overall profits, wages and costs calculated annually, it avoids the
problem of allocating value between the parties in specific transactions for whom the bank is
acting as an intermediary. Instead, financial institutions need to determine the profits and
costs of each area of activity and determine the proportion of untaxed (business and foreign)
customers within this area.
To determine the proportion of economic rent, wages and inputs that should be subject to
the tax, FST payers might be required to use a global method to apportion amounts between
domestic consumption (which would be taxed), and other supplies to business and exports
(which would not be taxed). This proportion could be calculated as total revenue less
revenue from exports and business supplies (where the customer can be identified as a
business), divided by total revenue.
This suggests that while apportionment may be complex, it is not insurmountable given that
banks are already required to apportion their inputs (between taxable, input taxed and
GST-free uses) as well as to treat export supplies differently from other supplies.3
Such an approach has not yet been adopted elsewhere. Israel applies an additive method,
taxing the profits and wages of financial institutions at the same rate as its value added tax
on general consumption, similar to the model proposed here. However, this is not equivalent
to a consumption tax, as there is no mechanism to credit tax paid on business inputs.
In the absence of direct international experience with the tax suggested in this section, the
FST would need to be designed and developed in close consultation with the financial
services sector, to ensure that FST concepts and liabilities are aligned with natural business
systems.

3

Financial services are generally input taxed, except when provided to a non-resident for consumption outside
Australia, in which case they are treated as GST-free.
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Coordination with a cash flow tax or GST
The FST provides a method of taxing one sector of the economy (the financial sector) that
cannot be effectively subject to a ‘real’ or ‘R’ base cash flow tax (see Section D1 A cash flow
tax). However, the proposed FST could be introduced alongside the existing GST, in order to
replace current input taxation of financial services. Box D4–2 includes a worked example.
An FST would also complement a cash flow tax. Businesses acquiring financial services
would not receive a deduction for their financial acquisitions under a cash flow tax, but they
would pay a lower ‘tax-free’ price for their financial services.
Box D4–2: Comparing GST treatment to FST
XYZ provides financial services with a base value before tax of $100. In providing these
services, XYZ makes acquisitions valued at $80, with the result that XYZ is adding value of
$20. All of XYZ’s inputs are subject to GST.
Table D4–3: Worked example
No tax

Cost of inputs
plus GST on inputs
less input tax credit
Final cost
Firm value-added
Base value
GST/FST payable

80
0
0
80
20
100

Cost for domestic consumer
Cost for business

100
100

GST
Tax treatment:
Taxable
Input taxed
80
80
8
8
8
0
80
88
20
20
108
100
10
0

Financial services tax
Supplies to:
Business
Domestic consumer
80
80
8
8
8
8
80
80
20
20
100
100
0
10

(10% of base value)

(10% of value-added + inputs)

110
100

108
108

(after input tax credit)

(no input tax credit)

n/a
100

110
n/a

Amounts in bold indicate those components to which tax is applied.

The first column is where no consumption tax applies. This provides a baseline from
which to consider the changes that result from the application of tax.
The next column considers what would occur if GST could be applied to financial services.
As can be seen, costs effectively remain constant due to the availability of credits. The only
real change occurs at the end where additional tax is borne by the consumer at the
10 per cent rate. This is the ideal outcome in taxing the consumption of financial supplies,
but cannot in practice be achieved under the GST.
The third column illustrates the current input taxed treatment. This deviates significantly
from the no tax and full GST examples. Costs increase as a result of the embedded tax. This
increased cost is passed on to business and exports as well as to consumers.
The final two columns illustrate the effect of the FST and show how it varies with the
customer base. The first shows FST on supplies solely to business, the second on supplies
solely to consumers. The outcomes from the FST are the same as full taxation under the
GST (the second column), but they are reached in a different way. Rather than taxing all
supplies and allowing business a credit, the FST leaves supplies to businesses untaxed.
Likewise, the full value of supplies to consumers is taxed by including XYZ’s value added.
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Tax calculation account method
An alternative method of identifying and taxing the value added by financial services is a
form of cash flow tax that includes financial flows (an R+F cash flow tax — ‘real plus
financial’ — is described in Section D1 A cash flow tax). As R+F cash flow taxation applies to
all inflows and outflows, it does not require the determination of the particular component of
the flow that represents consumption.
However, this model has its own problems. It would impose significant compliance costs for
non-financial businesses and consumers due to the extra requirements associated with
levying tax and claiming credits on all finance-related cash flows. Further, there would be
significant transitional difficulties in the treatment of current financial arrangements.
However, a method of cash flow taxation that addresses most of these concerns was
developed for the European Union during its consideration of cash flow taxation in the
1990s. The tax calculation account system avoided the transitional and compliance cost issues
by suspending the collection or refund of tax until the end of the transaction, and indexing
the suspended amount by the pure rate of interest.
The EU undertook a pilot study of the tax calculation account system involving a number of
financial institutions. The system was found to be viable, although there were some concerns
about the information revealed by institutions on tax invoices and the compliance costs
associated with the change.

Reverse charging method
A method of taxing financial services by employing a form of modified reverse charge has
also been developed (see Zee 2006, p. 458 for a more comprehensive outline of this method).
This method differs from an R+F cash flow taxation method as it would not involve taxing or
crediting all cash flows. Instead, tax would only be imposed on interest and charges
(excluding the principal). Similarly, credits would only be allowed for acquisitions and
interest paid by the financial service provider. Under this method, the tax on the
consumption of the intermediation service would not be automatically split, but instead
would be allocated by banks between the interest charges to depositors and borrowers
between whom the bank is acting as an intermediary.
Like the tax calculation account method of cash flow taxation, the modified reverse charging
method makes the financial service provider responsible for addressing the tax and
calculation issues. Also like the tax calculation account method, the modified reverse charge
method suspends tax and credits for a period. Credits and tax are eventually netted off
before being charged to the final consumer. This modification results in the recipients only
paying tax on the value of the consumption involved rather than on the full value of the
interest charge.
This method has been developed more recently than the tax calculation account method and
has not been the subject of the same level of consideration by academics and policy-makers.
However, in theory at least it is another valid method for appropriately taxing the
consumption of financial services.
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Finding
To remove the adverse efficiency costs of input taxation on business and exports, financial
services could be removed from the GST (effectively, made GST-free). However, this
would have a large revenue cost and inappropriately exempt private consumption of
financial services. The Australian government, in consultation with the financial sector,
could further develop an alternative method of taxing domestic consumption of financial
services to replace input taxation under the GST, or to complement a cash flow tax, to
ensure that consumption of financial services is treated equivalently to other forms of
consumption.
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